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Toe Hook Installation 
 

FFP Customs is always looking to improve the pedal assembly to accommodate all driver needs while 

still maintaining a smooth and headache free installation. The FFP toe hook allows drivers to have full 

control of their throttle when using a solid linkage/cable. This lets the driver manually close their 

throttle body(s) with the movement of their foot. The installation of the toe hook is simple, using only 

two 10-32 bolts, two 10-32 nylock nuts, and two 10-32 washers. 
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There are a couple of things to pay attention to when installing the FFP toe hook. Firstly, make sure the 

cut out of the toe hook mates to the pedal so that the toe hook is centered over where your foot would 

be. Secondly, make sure the nut and washer side of the bolt is on the same side as the pocket design to 

prevent any interference with the throttle; correct orientation of hardware can be seen in the above 

pictures. Once you have the toe hook mounted, you are ready to put the throttle pedal pad on, mount 

the entire subassembly to the main structure, and test how it feels. If you don’t like the way it fits the 

contour of your foot, luckily the FFP toe hook has 5 different height settings to help accommodate every 

driver. 

 

Like all our products, these adjustable toe hooks are designed to bolt on with little drama or confusion. 

The straightforward installation of this toe hook should only take a few minutes, using basic hand tools.  

If you have made it this far, we trust you have installed the FFP adjustable toe hook with relative ease. 

However, if you have hit a snag or have questions, don’t hesitate to contact us via phone or social 

media. We would rather you call us for clarification instead of being frustrated with the installation. 

Like all FFP Customs products, this toe hook was designed and made here in the USA. 
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